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Physick and Natural History in Seventeenth-Century England

HAROLD J. COOK

Among the many people affected by the "scientific revolution" were the physicians. Exploring some of the responses of physicians to the intellectual changes of early modern Europe can be quite telling, for they were well-educated men with a large stake in the intellectual establishments of their day. Since the one and only mark universally distinguishing physicians from all other kinds of medical practitioners was their higher academic degrees, their medical doctorates, any alterations in the framework of knowledge were felt keenly among these learned men. The physician's M.D. was supposed to certify, and ordinarily did certify, that he was well educated in "physic," a branch of university study that demanded much philosophical sophistication from its devotees. Because the physicians were well educated, and because that education alone separated them from other practitioners, physicians were very well aware of the implications of almost any significant change in the intellectual currents of the day. Their reactions to the development of the new philosophy, then, are a bellwether that can lead to a better understanding of what was important about the new philosophy to contemporaries, throwing light on some of the implications of the new philosophy commonly overlooked in studying the philosophical innovators alone.

Among the difficulties of the physicians in the seventeenth century were those arising from the competition of medical rivals. There had always been only a handful of university-educated physicians in comparison with the large number of medical practitioners. But by the early modern period, new forms of advertising and the growth of the market economy encouraged the commoditization of medical products and services.¹ Many of the people involved in the rapidly growing medical

¹ For more on the growth of a consumer economy, see Margaret Spufford, The Great Recladding of Rural England: Petty Chapmen and Their Wares in the Seventeenth Century (London: Hambleton Press, 1984); and Joan Thirsk, Economic Policy and Projects: The
marketplace were practitioners who offered explanations for disease and treatment that were at variance with the academic explanations given by physicians. Paracelsianism and other varieties of chemical medicine certainly posed a threat to the preeminence of learned physic. But so too did the more mundane and more accessible vernacular medical tracts, the variety of which grew tremendously in the seventeenth century. The ordinary, nonacademic practitioners who offered their services or medicines to the public commonly also offered rationales for their practices that either assumed a certain medical outlook on the part of the public or developed a novel viewpoint of their own.

The many controversies within the medical community of the period are often reduced to the somewhat simplistic terms of rationalism vs. empiricism. Many of the assumptions of the historical literature can be formulated in the following line of reasoning: (a) the physicians were well educated in a rational natural philosophy; (b) their medical rivals, some well educated, some self-educated, some reading only the vernacular or reading not at all, were called ‘empirics’ because, like the ancient philosophical school, they relied almost entirely upon experience as their medical guide, declining to look closely into the causes of health and disease by the use of reason; (c) therefore, it seems sensible to view the physicians as supporters of intellectual traditions placing primacy on the ability to reason through to causes, and to view their rivals as advocates of new approaches that placed primacy on the ability to find out new things through experience. The intellectual battles between physicians and their rivals were therefore battles between old and new, public authority and individual liberty, university learning and craft tradition, reason and experience.

Indeed, just these issues have often been raised in interpreting the causes of the scientific revolution; and too, there is enough sense in this dialectical argument to use it as a staging post from which to push on. But there are also many reasons to think that while the dialectic captures much of the debate over ideas between the physicians and their rivals, it does not do so with enough nuance to be true to the contemporary content of the debate. We are all aware that there are difficulties in using any one term like “reason,” “experiment,” or the “experimental method,” as the key determinate of the scientific revolution: for one thing, many “scientists” were hardly experimentalists by our lights. So, too, there are problems with speaking about the scientific revolution as a consequence of the “inductive method,” or of Baconianism or Cartesianism, much less Platonism, Aristotelianism, or any other “isms.” All these attempts to characterize the intellectual issues at stake in the intellectual struggles of the day are ultimately reductionistic, presuming that there is “a” scientific revolution that has a particular essence, outlook, world view, philosophy, or approach at its root, a kind of Hegelian spirit of the age into which historians can work with effort, if incompletely, gain insight.

One basic problem with this manner of thinking about the changes characterized as the new philosophy is the tendency to pose the problem in terms of dialectical entities: reason vs. experience or physician vs. empiric. This fails to capture the nuances of the contemporary struggles for many reasons. Partly the failure is due to using terms that are abstractions rather than tangible entities. “The physicians,” for instance, were deeply divided on many significant intellectual (as well as social and political) issues; so, too, were “the apothecaries,” empirics, chemists, Helmontians, and so forth, not to mention the philosophers and virtuosi. Therefore, before making any larger statements about the causes of the scientific revolution, it is worth once again trying to sharpen the description of a part of it, leaving explanations for another time.

The description that follows, then, seeks to give an overview of what some learned physicians, who as a group were particularly sensitive to shifts in the intellectual winds, thought to be new about some of the
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changes of the day. These physicians clearly saw that many elements of the new philosophy were indeed far more empirical than the old. At the same time, however, although the new philosophy was more empirical, it was not without philosophical content. The particular combination of empiricism and philosophy that characterized much of the new philosophy is best captured in the phrase "natural history."

1. NATURAL PHILOSOPHY AND PHYSIC

To understand the responses of the physicians to various parts of the new philosophy, it is well to begin by trying to understand their intellectual traditions. That is, what was "physic," that profession practiced by physicians?

The distinction between "medicine" and "physic" was an important one in late medieval and Early modern English. Like all linguistic distinctions, it was somewhat messy and ambiguous, with different authors using the words in different ways. But like all linguistic distinctions, too, it deserves our attention, for it provides a useful analytical device. "Medicine," we can say, is the art of administering therapies to the sick (derived from the Latin medico, to apply drugs—or dyes). "Physic," on the other hand, is a word derived from the Greek phasis, or "nature." It was the art of counseling people to live their lives so as to live in accordance with nature (to retain health), or, if health had already been lost, to help them regain health by counseling them about how to reharmonize their lives with nature.

The ancient Greeks, who invented physic, had emphasized soundness of body along with soundness of mind as a fundamental constituent of living the good life. Soundness involved not just strength but harmony and balance with nature. Living in tune with nature meant retaining health and living a long life, while disharmonies and imbalances meant illness, possibly even death. In order to live harmoniously, people had to regulate their lives so that each person's unique "constitution" (or "temperament") might remain in tune with an ever-changing nature. The physician's task, then, was to help individual people regulate their lives according to universal principles of nature so as to help them retain health and prolong life: that is, to advise on regimen. In the early modern period, because the ideal of the best physic continued to stress the regulation of life according to nature, it was sometimes called "preventive" medicine or "dietetic" medicine, the Greek word diatet meaning a way of living or a mode of life. The principles of physic were therefore intended for the use of the healthy as well as the sick. Clearly, then, the art of physic entailed more than mere medical treatment by drugs or surgery.

Like its fellow professions of law and theology, early modern physic was a learned science obtained through university study and intended to affect the behavior of the person seeking professional guidance; in the case of physic, the end of the physician's advice was to retain health and prolong life. Since the client's behavior would, ideally, be reinforced or changed by the physician's counsel, the physician needed to be persuasive: that is, he had to be good at logic and rhetoric. The ultimate purpose of the physician was to keep his client a good person. Care rather than cure was the learned physician's first duty. To preserve health and prolong life required something more than mere skill in curing diseases: it meant acquiring the ability to give advice on how a person might regulate his or her life in order to remain in balance with the environment. Like his learned counterparts in law and church, then, the primary goal of the physician was to provide pastoral advice and care that would prevent difficulties, although a secondary end was to correct problems that had already occurred.

In order to maintain the health of clients and to cure the ills of patients, the physician had to be able to probe the interior natures of each uniquely tuned human being so as to maintain or re-establish a harmonious balance with nature. To do this, the physician needed to know how nature worked: to know the general principles of nature, or natural philosophy. He also needed to know how to apply those universals to particulars: to apply general principles to unique individuals. Physic was therefore applied natural philosophy, and the physician needed to be very well grounded in the knowledge of nature as well as in the logical and rhetorical arts.

Consequently, academic books on learned physic had long divided the subject into theoria and practica, at least since the time of the ninth-
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century translators at Baghdad. One of the most important authors of scholastic physic, known in Europe by his Latin name Joannitus (usually identified as Hunain ibn Ishaq), wrote a book that remained the best short summary of physic until the seventeenth century, the Isagoge. He wrote:

Medicine is divided into two parts, namely theoretic and practical. And of these two the theoretic is further divided into three, that is to say, the consideration of the naturals, the non-naturals, and the contra-naturals. From the consideration of these arises the knowledge of sickness, of health, and of the mean state, and their causes and significations. 9

The same division of the knowledge of physic into the naturals, non-naturals, and contra-naturals became standard in the scholastic curricula, built not only on Joannitus but on the works of Avicenna, Isaac Judeaus, a few of Galen's and Hippocrates' works, and so forth. 10

But, by theoria and practice the learned physicians did not have in mind the kind of differences we commonly do. If one turns to Avicenna, one finds a typically lucid explanation of this point. 11 Physic, like philosophy, he says, has both theoretical and practical parts, but the difference needs explaining in regard to medicine because people often have the wrong idea about medical practice:

Thus, when in regard to medicine, we say that practice proceeds from theory, we do not mean that there is one division of medicine by which we know, and another, distinct therefrom, by which we act—as many examining this problem suppose. We mean instead that these two aspects are both sciences—but one dealing with the basic problems of knowledge, the other with the mode of operation of these principles. The former is theory; the latter is practice. 12

In other words, Avicenna determined to show that, in both “theory” and “practice,” physic is a science rather than an art. Avicenna contin-

ues, in this important passage, to argue yet further that both parts of physic are sciences, i.e., based upon principles of reasoning rooted in fundamental truths about nature. “Theory” is utterly certain; “practice,” the intellectual elaboration of true principles, results in somewhat less certainty.

Theory is that which, when mastered, gives us a certain knowledge, apart from any question of treatment... The practice of medicine is not the work which the physician carries out, but is that branch of medical knowledge which, when acquired, enables one to form an opinion upon which to base the proper plan of treatment... Here the theory guides an opinion, and the opinion is the basis of treatment. Once the purpose of each aspect of medicine is understood, you can become skilled in both theoretical and applied knowledge, even though there should never come a call for you to exercise your knowledge. 13

The practice of physic, then, concerned the ability to move intellectually from certain knowledge to opinion based upon that certainty; to associate the universal and the particular. The physician ideally did this based upon his skill in philosophy rather than upon his clinical experience, so that he could practice even if he saw no patients.

This tradition of the “practice” of physic, like a lawyer’s or a cleric’s practice of their sciences, was far from being an art rooted in mere clinical experience, much less the empirical skill of curing; and so the English university faculties made formal provision for study and debate, but none for clinical study. 14

2. NATURAL HISTORY AND MEDICINE

But the idea was changing in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that academic physic was a science based on the established principles of natural philosophy. More and more learned men were arguing that the science of physic was at root rather the art of medicine, the techné of treating the sick with medicaments. Others argued that while physic ought to emphasize therapy more than it had, it could still be a science if it built upon new philosophical principles rather than the old. Naturally, there were disagreements among those who shared this viewpoint about which principles could establish the true foundations for a therapeutic science: chemical, “mechanical,” or other principles. Among the various positions in favor of a renewed science of physic was a line of...
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In other words, Avicenna determined to show that, in both "theory" and "practice," physic is a science rather than an art. Avicenna continued in this important passage, to argue yet further that both parts of physic are sciences, i.e., based upon principles of reasoning rooted in fundamental truths about nature. "Theory" is utterly certain; "practice," the intellectual elaboration of true principles, results in somewhat less certainty.

Theory is that which, when mastered, gives us a certain knowledge, apart from any question of treatment. . . . The practice of medicine is not the work which the physician carries out, but is that branch of medical knowledge which, when acquired, enables one to form an opinion upon which to base the proper plan of treatment. . . . Here the theory guides an opinion, and the opinion is the basis of treatment. Once the purpose of each aspect of medicine is understood, you can become skilled in both theoretical and applied knowledge, even though there should never come a call for you to exercise your knowledge.

The practice of physic, then, concerned the ability to move intellectually from certain knowledge to opinion based upon that certainty; to associate the universal and the particular. The physician ideally did this based upon his skill in philosophy rather than upon his clinical experience, so that he could practice even if he saw no patients.

This tradition of the "practice" of physic, like a lawyer's or a cleric's practice of their sciences, was far from being an art rooted in mere clinical experience, much less the empirical skill of curing; and so the English university faculties made formal provision for study and debate, but none for clinical study.

2. NATURAL HISTORY AND MEDICINE

But the idea was changing in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries that academic physic was a science based on the established principles of natural philosophy. More and more learned men were arguing that the science of physic was at root rather the art of medicine, the technique of treating the sick with medicaments. Others argued that while physic ought to emphasize therapy more than it had, it could still be a science if it built upon new philosophical principles rather than the old. Naturally, there were disagreements among those who shared this viewpoint about which principles could establish the true foundations for a therapeutic science: chemical, "mechanical," or other principles. Among the various positions in favor of a renewed science of physic was a line of
argument advanced by many of the English virtuosi and of the physicians most associated with the virtuosi. This proposition was that the new physic ought to be rooted in natural historical endeavors.

Sir Francis Bacon had been among those Englishmen who had declared that the “advancement” of science had to be rooted in new natural historical endeavors; Robert Hooke penned a tract explaining the foundations of the new science as a natural historical endeavor; and Robert Boyle wrote many treatises on “physiology” (or natural investigation) that focused on physic and “specific” medicines. But it was a physician who authored one of the most popular English natural historical books of the century. A physician of Norwich, Thomas Browne (knighted in 1671), wrote Pseudodoxia Epidemica, which broke important ground by publishing an account of many things in nature presumed to be true but that were in fact false. He told the reader in his Preface that the model for his work was James Primrose’s De vulgi in medicina erroribus, a book that examined and dismissed many popular misapprehensions concerning medicine, while just a few pages earlier his first remark about mistaken beliefs concerned the “fruitlesse impor-
tunity of Uroscopy” burdening his time; that is, the public coming to him for prognostications based upon the inspection of urines.

It would certainly be wrong on our part to think that Browne’s work was directly concerned with medical matters, when in fact it went far toward avoiding the subject covered so well by Primrose. Rather, Browne’s book exhibited his approach to learning more than any immediate medical utility: he meant the book to be edifying rather than remedial. His effort to pay close attention to detail, and to correct error, was deeply affected by a view of learning spelled out in the opening sentences. If truth were an active principle, we could be content, with Plato, that knowledge were but Remembrance. . . . But to purchase a clear and warrable body of Truth, we must forget and part with much we know. That is, we have to give up our common assumptions and inquire into everything anew. To do so demands far more than deep philosophical discourse; it demands labors in nature’s own garden, that is, examining the particulars closely.

Browne’s project suggested not only an attention to detail but a task that would be open-ended for many years. Such a sentiment was clearly voiced by that other great mid-century English natural historian and virtuoso, Izaak Walton. His book is still warmly regarded for its sentiments about fishing. But his intention was not only to speak of the edification and spiritual peace brought by the “experience” of angling, but to convey a wealth of information about the sport and fish themselves:

I undertake to acquaint the Reader with many things that are not usually known to every Angler; and I shall leave gleanings and observations enough to be made out of the experience of all that love and practise this recreation, to which I shall encourage them. For Angling many be said to be so much like Mathematics, that it can ne’er be fully learnt; at least not so fully, but that there will still be more new experiments left for the trial of other men that succeed us.

For some physicians, the new emphasis on natural history provided a foundation for a new kind of learning that would have direct utility for physic. The utility of natural history was contained both in the therapeutic improvements growing from a better knowledge of natural detail and in the way that it provided the foundations for a new kind of certainty in medical knowledge. One of Browne’s correspondents, Christopher Merrett, is an excellent example of an English virtuoso-physician who argued for the central importance of natural history for physic. Merrett was a stubborn defender of the rights of the academically trained physicians in London, throwing himself into the campaign during the Restoration to re-establish the prestige and authority of academically trained physicians over other practitioners, and into both the contemporary disputes between apothecaries and physicians and the
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15. For example, Francis Bacon, The Plan of the Great Instauration, prefixed to his New Organon (London, 1620). Of Bacon’s published work, the largest amount (if the least read) is of a natural historical nature.

16. D. R. Ouldroyd, "Some Writings of Robert Hooke on Procedures for the Prosecu-

17. See esp. Robert Boyle, Some Considerations Touching the Usefulness of Experimen-
tal Natural Philosophy, Prompt’d in Familiar Discourses to a Friend, by way of Invitation to the Study of it (Oxford, 1685), which is addressed to the five parts of the “physical” institutes, and Of the Reconcileableness of Specific Medicines to the Corpuscular Philosophy (London, 1685).

18. James Primrose, De vulgi in medicina Erroribus Libri quatuor (London, 1638); and Popular Errors, or the Errors of the People in Physick, Robert Wittie (tr.) (London, 1641).


20. For other physicians attacking the inspection of urines without the patient being present, see Peter Forrest, The Arraignement of Urines (London, 1625); Thomas Brian, The Pisse-Prophet (London, 1637).

21. Browne’s views were probably formed during his medical studies at Montpellier, Padua, and Leiden (where he took his M.D. in 1633), places that promoted a natural historical approach to nature; he did not refer to Bacon as an inspiration for his work.

22. Browne’s phrase was, “Would Truth dispense....”

23. Browne, Pseudodoxia Epidemica, “To the Reader.”
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For some physicians, the new emphasis on natural history provided a foundation for a new kind of learning that would have direct utility for physic. The utility of natural history was contained both in the therapeutical improvements growing from a better knowledge of natural detail and in the way that it provided the foundations for a new kind of certainty in medical knowledge. One of Browne’s correspondents, Christopher Merrett, is an excellent example of an English virtuoso-physician who argued for the central importance of natural history for physic. Merrett was a stubborn defender of the rights of the academically trained physicians in London, throwing himself into the campaign during the Restoration to re-establish the prestige and authority of academically trained physicians over other practitioners, and into both the contemporary disputes between apothecaries and physicians and the

---

15. For example, Francis Bacon, *The Plan of the Great Instauration*, prefixed to his *New Organon* (London, 1620). Of Bacon’s published work, the largest amount (if the least read) is of a natural historical nature.


17. See esp. Robert Boyle, *Some Considerations Touching the Usefulness of Experimental Natural Philosophy, Propos’d in Familiar Discourses to a Friend, by way of Invitation to the Study of it* (Oxford, 1663), which is addressed to the five parts of the “physical” institutes, and *Of the Recognizableness of Specific Medicines to the Corpuscular Philosophy* (London, 1685).

18. James Primrose, *De vulgi in medicina Erroribus Libri quatuor* (London, 1638); and *Popular Errors, or the Errors of the People in Physick* (London, 1631).

19. Thomas Browne, *Pseudodoxia Epidemica: or, Enquiries into Commonly Presumed Truths* (London, 1646); “To the Reader.”

20. For other physicians attacking the inspection of urines without the patient being present, see Peter Forrest, *The Arraignment of Urines* (London, 1625); Thomas Brian, *The Pisse-Prophet* (London, 1637).

21. Browne’s views were probably formed during his medical studies at Montpellier, Padua, and Leiden (where he took his M.D. in 1633), places that promoted a natural historical approach to nature; he did not refer to Bacon as an inspiration for his work.

22. Browne’s phrase was, “Would Truth dispense. . . .”


controversy between Henry Stubb and the virtuosi. He was also a strong proponent of the new philosophy. At Oxford he had been part of William Harvey’s circle. When he moved to London he took part in the “1645 group” of natural philosophers. And from its founding until the end of the 1670s, he actively participated in the Royal Society. Merrett’s own book on natural history was among the “exceptional books by English authors,” according to the Italian visitor Lorenzo Magalotti. Merrett also published a translation of Antonio Neri’s The Art of Glass, how to colour Glass in 1662, to which he added his own An Account of the Glass-drops (or Prince Rupert’s Drops). He had his work on cold published as an appendix to Robert Boyle’s New Experiments touching cold (1665). He presented at least six formal papers on natural history to the Royal Society. And he headed up the Society’s committee on the history of trades.

This is how Merrett put the physician’s task in a work of about 1680:

The word Physician, derived from the Greek pusikos, is plain and fully rendered by the word Naturalist, (that is) one well vers’d in the full extent of Nature, and Natural things; hereunto add the due, and skilful preparation and application of them to Mens Bodies, in order to their Health, and prolongation of Life, and you have a comprehensive Definition of a Physician.

31. Christopher Merrett, “A Paper Concerning the Mineral Called Zaffora by Dr. Merrett found amongst Dr. Hook’s papers by Mr. Waller” (Royal Society, RBO RBC.9.560); “The Arts of Refining Lead” (RS, Cl.P.1X[1x]); “Some Observations Concerning the Ordering of Wines” (RS, RBO, RBC.2.178; later published at the end of Walter Charleton’s Discourses on the Wits of Men [1692]); “An Account of the Tynn Mines and working of Tinn in the County of Cornwail” (RS, RBO, RBC.2.119); “Observations concerning the Uniting of the Barks of Trees cut, to the tree itself” (RS, RBO, RBC.2.91). These works appeared between 1660 and 1675.
34. The connection between Merrett’s stress on natural history and his discovery of new treatments is nicely made by the fact that he later publicly advertised his cures: Barbara Simons kindly alerted me to Merrett’s single sheet folio advertisement in the Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS C. 419, fol. 17.
35. This is the argument of the preface to Merrett’s Pinax Rerum Naturalium Britannicarum, as well as the thrust of his arguments against the apothecaries and Henry Stubb; see Cook, Decline of the Old Medical Regime, p. 169; Cook, “Physicians and the New Philosophy.”
controversy between Henry Stubb and the virtuosi. 26 He was also a strong proponent of the new philosophy. At Oxford he had been part of William Harvey's circle. 27 When he moved to London he took part in the "1645 group" of natural philosophers. 28 And from its founding until the end of the 1670s, he actively participated in the Royal Society. 29 Merrett's own book on natural history was among the "exceptional books by English authors," according to the Italian visitor Lorenzo Magalotti. 30 Merrett also published a translation of Antonio Neri's The Art of Glass, How to Colour Glass in 1662, to which he added his own An Account of the Glass-drops (or Prince Rupert's Drops). He had his work on cold published as an appendix to Robert Boyle's New Experiments touching Cold (1665). He presented at least six formal papers on natural history to the Royal Society. 31 And he headed up the Society's committee on the history of trades. 32

This is how Merrett put the physician's task in a work of about 1680:

The word Physician, derived from the Greek puisskos, is plainly and fully rendred by the word Naturalist, (that is) one well vers'd in the full extent of Nature, and Natural things; hereunto add the due, and skilful preparation and application of them to Mens Bodies, in order to their Health, and prolongation of Life, and you have a comprehensive Definition of a Physician. 33

31. Christopher Merrett, "A Paper Concerning the Mineral Called Zaffora by Dr. Merrett found amongst Dr. Hook's papers by Mr. Walker" (Royal Society, RBO RBC.9.960); "The Arts of Refining Lead" (RS, C.1.91.8x); "Some Observations Concerning the Ordering of Wines" (RS, RBO, RBC.1.278; later published at the end of Walter Charleton's Discourses on the Wits of Men [1692]); "An Account of the Tynn Mines and working of Tinn in the County of Cornswell" (RS, RBO.RBC.2.119); "Observations concerning the Uniting of the Barks of Trees cut, to the tree itself" (RS, RBO.RBC.2.301). These works appeared between 1660 and 1675.

Merrett believed, then, that the physician should become what he called a "naturalist." If the physician did so, Merrett argued, he would know the foundations of physic with certainty and also find many new cures for diseases. 34 Being a naturalist instead of merely a philosopher would end the strong criticisms of physic being made by many people outside the profession who claimed to be superior to the physicians because they worked with things themselves instead of ideas. 35

But perhaps the most famous mid-century application of natural history to medicine originated with neither Browne nor Merrett, but with Thomas Sydenham. 36 Sydenham became known as the "English Hippocrates"; the Hippocrates represented in the phrase was thought to be the epitome of the natural historian. 37 Sydenham's publications emphasized case histories (carefully noting the changing symptoms a patient experienced over the whole course of the disease), together with a discussion organized by season of the weather and diseases prevailing in a locality and what kind of constitutions were most affected over the course of a year. In fact, this method is perfectly exemplified by the Hippocratic work Epidemics I, with Epidemics II and III being further collections of case histories. Sydenham also became known for his support of the idea of specific diseases: that is, that each disease had a precise set of distinct symptoms, and could be classified according to these outward signs in the same way that plants could be known and arranged. According to one recent commentator on Hippocratic medicine, "At the centre of Hippocratic pathology is the concept of specific disease." 38

The physician's task, then, according to Sydenhamian medicine, was to be a natural historian of disease: to examine the clinical cases carefully and exactly, to identify and classify the specific disease entity as one would any other natural object, to describe that species in its precise

34. The connection between Merrett's stress on natural history and his discovery of new treatments is nicely made by the fact that he later publicly advertised his cures: Barbara Simons kindly alerted me to Merrett's single sheet folio advertisement in the Bodleian Library, Rawlinson MS C. 419, fol. 17.
35. This is the argument of the preface to Merrett's Pinax Rerum Naturalium Britannicarum, as well as the thrust of his arguments against the apothecaries and Henry Stubb: see Cook, Decline of the Old Medical Regime, p. 169; Cook, "Physicians and the New Philosophy."
surroundings (or what we would call environment), and to carefully note the treatments given and their various effects. He wrote that there were two ways to improve physic: first by "a History, or Description of all Diseases, as graphically and naturally as possibly be may, and, secondly, by a perfect and stable Practice or Method respecting them." He went on to quote Francis Bacon on the difficulties of natural history. Then, in describing how actually to carry out a natural historical program in physic, he listed four points:

It is necessary that all Diseases should be reduced to certain and definite Species, with the same diligence we see it is done by Botanic writers in their Herbs. . . . [In] writing a History of Diseases, every Philosophical Hypothesis that has . . . inveighed the Works of Mind, ought to be set aside, and then the clear and natural Phaenomena of Diseases, how small soever they are, should be exactly marked, as Painters express the smallest Spots or Moles in the Face. . . . It is necessary in describing any Disease to mention the peculiar and perpetual Phaenomena apart from those which are accidental and adventitious. . . . Lastly, the Seasons of the Year, which chiefly favour any kind of Diseases, are carefully to be observed.

Such a natural historical approach had great utility "with respect to practice," especially "in comparison wherewith the nice Discourses, which nauseously stuff the Books of modern Authors are of no value." For a generation or more Sydenham's "clinical" teachings became the foremost example for many physicians of how to establish a new certainty in physic in both its principles and its therapies, based upon the application of natural historical methods. Many of Sydenham's followers stressed the "practical" knowledge of diseases and remedies following upon natural history over the study of natural philosophy. For instance, John Pechy, the translator of Sydenham's works, made several typical comments in the preface to one of his own books intended for practical physicians. "Romancing on the Nature or the Causes of Diseases" has obstructed the art of physic, "so that in some [authors] scarce a Page can be spared for the Cure, that which is the main of the Business being huddled up or touch'd on by." That is, natural philosophy and its attendant dietetics were not the point of the "art of physic": curing specific diseases was.

Another translator of Sydenham, William Salmon, argued that while some authors divided physic into five parts (physiology, pathology, se-

40. Sydenham, ibid., sigs. A3-A4v.

Physic and Natural History

miotics, hygiene, and therapy), he preferred a division into three parts: physiology, pathology, and therapy. That is, semiotics and hygiene were of no use to the modern "practical" physician who simply wanted to cure diseases. As Salmon went on to explain, the practical physician had to know a bit of physiology (in which category of natural knowledge he included not any theory but rather a bit of human anatomy and a greater knowledge of materia medica, the preparation of medicines, and pharmacology), and a lot more about specific diseases and therapies. While the books of Pechy and Salmon were not intended for academic audiences, similar changes in the direction of natural history rather than natural philosophy are seen even in contemporary Latin texts rooted in the scholastic tradition of Avicenna. One such text, the Fundamenta medicinae physico-anatomicae, had its origin in the curriculum of Louvain university. Originally written by François van den Zype, or Zypaes, and first published in 1688, it was altered and republished in London by Joannes Groenvelt. So successful was this introduction to the science of physic that it had two entirely separate English translations in the eighteenth century. As the second English translator put
surroundings (or what we would call environment), and to carefully note the treatments given and their various effects. He wrote that there were two ways to improve physic: first by "a History, or Description of all Diseases, as graphically and naturally as possibly may be, and, secondly, by a perfect and stable Practice or Method respecting them."39 He went on to quote Francis Bacon on the difficulties of natural history. Then, in describing how actually to carry out a natural historical program in physic, he listed four points:

It is necessary that all Diseases should be reduced to certain and definite Species, with the same diligence we see it is done by Botanick writers in their Herbals. . . . I[n] writing a History of Diseases, every Philosophical Hypothesis that has . . . inveighed the human Mind, ought to be set aside, and then the clear and natural Phaenomena of Diseases, how small soever they are, should be exactly marked, as Painters express the smallest Spots or Moles in the Face. . . . It is necessary in describing any Disease to mention the peculiar and perpetual Phaenomena apart from those which are accidental and adventitious. . . . Lastly, the Seasons of the Year, which chiefly favour any kind of Diseases, are carefully to be observed.40

Such a natural historical approach had great utility "with respect to practice," especially "in comparison wherewith the nice Discourses, which nauseously stuff the Books of modern Authors are of no value."41

For a generation or more Sydenham’s "clinical" teachings became the foremost example for many physicians of how to establish a new certainty in physic in both its principles and its therapies, based upon the application of natural historical methods. Many of Sydenham’s followers stressed the "practical" knowledge of diseases and remedies following upon natural history over the study of natural philosophy. For instance, John Pechy, the translator of Sydenham’s works, made several typical comments in the preface to one of his own books intended for practical physicians. "Romancing on the Nature or the Causes of Diseases" has obstructed the art of physic, "so that in some [authors] scarce a Page can be spared for the Cure, that which is the main of the Business being huddled up or touch’d on by the."42 That is, natural philosophy and its attendant dietetics were not the point of the "art of physic"; curing specific diseases was.

Another translator of Sydenham, William Salmon, argued that while some authors divided physic into five parts (physiology, pathology, surgery, materia medica, hygiene, and therapy), he preferred a division into three parts: physiology, pathology, and therapy. That is, semiotics and hygiene were of no use to the modern "practical" physician who simply wanted to cure diseases. As Salmon went on to explain, the practical physician had to know a bit of physiology (in which category of natural knowledge he included not any theory but rather a bit of human anatomy and a greater knowledge of materia medica, the preparation of medicines, and pharmacology), and a lot more about specific diseases and therapies.43

While the books of Pechy and Salmon were not intended for academic audiences, similar changes in the direction of natural history rather than natural philosophy are seen even in contemporary Latin texts rooted in the scholastic tradition of Avicenna. One such text, the Fundamenta medicinae physico-anatomica, had its origin in the curriculum of Louvain university.44 Originally written by François van den Zype, or Zypaues, and first published in 1689,45 it was altered and republished in London by Joannes Groenevelt.46 So successful was this introduction to the science of physic that it had two entirely separate English translations in the eighteenth century.47 As the second English translator put

---

Body, either well, sick, dying, or dead," while reasoning is "an accurate Observation, by which those Things which pass in the human Body, unobservable by the Senses, are discovered and demonstrated." Such a view of observation and reasoning is only very slightly more "rational" than the less academic views of Pechy and Salmon. Observation and "experience" provide a foundation for practice; physic is now rooted not in philosophical principles but in natural historical investigation. Instead of philosophy, then, the book began with a discussion of the five institutes, which had been Avicenna's *practica*.

Then, where Avicenna had placed *practica*, Groenvelt moved immediately to a description of various therapies, which Avicenna had not considered part of the science but the art of physic. In other words, the new academic account of learned medicine dropped any discussion of foundational natural philosophy (the old "theory"), began with what had been the old "practice" (the five institutes), and elevated the knowledge of the empirical details of disease and drug lore to the rank of *practica*. The principles by which one could preserve health (the old *practica*) had become the new *theoria*, while mere empirical details of therapy had become the new *practica*: a division of theory and practice more like that we would expect today.

Apparently, then, even academic textbooks were beginning to treat physic more like medicine. Academic physic still placed weight on *theoria*, for the five institutes remained as subjects to be mastered by study and discourse. Among the five institutes, hygiene (understanding how one should live in order to prevent illness) still preceded therapy. But such doubt had been cast on the principles of natural philosophy that they were no longer taught as the necessary preparatory to understanding that part of nature concerning the physician. The five institutes remained the last bastion of scholastic *theoria* in physic. More and more, even universities began to teach what Avicenna had considered to be the art of medicine rather than the science of physic, the knowledge derived from experience rather than the philosophical search for causes that had formerly carried the presumption of certainty, an experience oriented far more toward therapeutic management than preventive advice.

The attack on physic by nonacademic practitioners clearly picked out

---

The continuing value of the Latin edition and the disappearance of the first English translation into private hands.


50. Ibid., p. 17.

51. The five institutes were ordinarily taken to be physiology (which included a discussion of the elements), hygiene, pathology, semiotics, and therapeutics: Siraisi, *Avicenna in Renaissance Italy*: *Avicenna, Canon*, p. 101.


55. Ibid., pp. 22–25.

56. Siraisi finds Santorio Santorio asserting in 1625 that the task of the medicus "was not to treat individuals but to treat diseases; hence an effective medicine should be understood as one that cured the same disease in any number of people, an idea that gave therapy a universal [and hence "scientific"] aspect" (Siraisi, *Avicenna in Renaissance Italy*, p. 237).
it, “Dr. Groenvelt by a most happy Genius, has contracted the whole Substance of Physick into so small a Compendium, that he hath rendered the Study of it both easy and pleasant.” In doing so, he had written something far more than a book of medical receipts. It was because the book introduced the student of medicine to theory that “there has been nothing yet of this kind in our language.”

On a basic point, Avicenna and the Fundamenta are in complete agreement: both argued that the end of physic was two-fold. To quote the author of the seventeenth century text: “Physick is the Art of preserving Health, and restoring it, when lost; or it is that Science . . . by the knowledge of which Life and Health are preserved, or lost Heath restored.” But in other respects, the Fundamenta differs from Avicenna. In the first place, like many of the textbooks of the seventeenth century, in place of what Avicenna had called theoria it put the “Institutes, or the five parts of what had been practica.” That is, what had been “theory” (the description of the elements, qualities, four causes, form and matter, naturals, non-naturals, and contra-naturals) is jettisoned after a few general remarks, while the parts of scholastic medicine that had been “practice” become the new “theory.” As the translator explained, all the “Systems” of the ancients were “rigidly accommodated to the particular Problems of Philosophy then in Vogue,” problems that were of no concern to modern readers.

Groenvelt wrote that previous doctrine had been changed by a revival of “the Doctrine of Hippocrates . . . in the Academies of France,” and by the Experiments of the Chymists. Physic was further “improved with the greatest Pains, by Observations made in Mechanics, Natural Philosophy, and Chymistry, without Regard to any particular Sect.”

But this generous and eclectic view meant that no particular theory on the frame of nature was offered. Instead, Groenvelt immediately remarked that the art of physic is acquired by means of “Observation and Reasoning.” Observation must be of “all Things in the human Body, either well, sick, dying, or dead,” while reasoning is “an accurate Observation, by which those Things which pass in the human Body, unobservable by the Senses, are discovered and demonstrated.” Such a view of observation and reasoning is only very slightly more “rational” than the less academic views of Pechy and Salmon. Observation and “experience” provide a foundation for practice; physic is now rooted not in philosophical principles but in natural historical investigation. Instead of philosophy, then, the book began with a discussion of the five institutes, which had been Avicenna’s practica.

Then, where Avicenna had placed practica, Groenvelt moved immediately to a description of various therapies, which Avicenna had not considered part of the science but the art of physic. In other words, the new academic account of learned medicine dropped any discussion of foundational natural philosophy (the old “theory”), began with what had been the old “practice” (the five institutes), and elevated the knowledge of the empirical details of disease and drug lore to the rank of practica. The principles by which one could preserve health (the old practica) had become the new theoria, while mere empirical details of therapy had become the new practica: a division of theory and practice more like that we would expect today.

Apparently, then, even academic textbooks were beginning to treat physic more like medicine. Academic physic still placed weight on theoria, for the five institutes remained as subjects to be mastered by study and discourse. Among the five institutes, hygiene (understanding how one should live in order to prevent illness) still preceded therapy. But such doubt had been cast on the principles of natural philosophy that they were no longer taught as the necessary propaedeutic to understanding that part of nature concerning the physician. The five institutes remained the last bastion of scholastic theoria in physic. More and more, even universities began to teach what Avicenna had considered to be the art of medicine rather than the science of physic, the knowledge derived from experience rather than the philosophical search for causes that had formerly carried the presumption of certainty, an experience oriented far more toward therapeutic management than preventive advice.

The attack on physic by nonacademic practitioners clearly picked out...
preventive physic as the last place where theory was still supposed to
give the learned physician an advantage over his rivals. These "practical"
mens stressed, instead, the importance of an experienced mastery
of the details of medical therapy alone. One author simply stated that
"Preventive Physick [is] a cheat, and a trick to get Money by."57 Another
argued that according to the new manner, medicine was divided into
two parts; but instead of theor/a and practica, both of which are to be
mastered by study, he divided medicine into the prophylactical and the
therapeutical. While prophylaxis, which depended on dietetics, might
"in theory" prevent disease, "in practice" regulating dietetics exactly
enough to prevent disease was impossible, he wrote. Therefore, this
author's first chapters were devoted to a criticism of five of the six non-
naturals (all except exercise); the rest of the book argued that disease
was caused by an improper fermentation of the blood, and that the
author had two sovereign remedies to promote fermentation, red coral
and steel. He ended with this advertisement: "The true prepared coral
and sugar of steel to be sold by Mr. Nathaniel Brook at the Angel in
Cornhill and Mr. Simon Miller, Stationer, at the Star and Bible at the
West end of St. Paul's Church."58 The match between contemporary
medical "empiricism" as both an attack on the last vestiges of academic
physic (an understanding of individual hygiene via the non-naturals)
and salesmanship for specific drugs could hardly be clearer.

Most seventeenth-century medical books in vernacular English
stressed therapy, especially a knowledge of curative remedies. A great
many of them, Pechy's and Salomon's included, also promoted the skills
or the remedies of the practitioner who published the book. The intellec-
tual assault of the new philosophy on scholasticism gave them added
cachet: like Sydenham, many took to quoting from Bacon or Boyle.59
The nonacademic authors tended to stress the empirical details of cura-
tive therapies, most commonly the drugs that they recommended.
While regimen remained an important element in one important vern-
acular genre,60 in it the new advice about regimen was good for every-
one rather than tailored for the individual's unique temperament. The

57. Robert Godfrey, Various injuries and abuses in chymical and Galenical physick; commit-
ted both by physicians and apothecaries detected (London, 1674), p. 199.

58. Richard Browne, Coral and Steel: A most Compendious Method of Preserving and

59. For example, see Marchamond Nedham, Medela Medicina. A Plea for the free
Profession, and a Renovation of the Art of Physick (London, 1665).

60. Virginia Smith, "Physical Puritanism and Sanitary Science: Material and Immate-
rial Beliefs in Popular Physiology, 1650-1840," in W. F. Bynum and R. Porter (eds.),
174-97.

older connection between the universals of nature and the particulars
of the specific constitution were not necessary anymore, because the
rules were general enough to apply to everyone.

In this new medical literature, unlike the literature on physic, the
authors tried to derive universal principles from the groundwork of
their experiences. The empirical "facts" had become more certain than
the principles of natural philosophy—hence the privileged place of the
natural historical method among many physicians. Only a well-pre-
pared and knowing mind could discern the true from the untrue "fact,"
the natural historians argued; only they could derive useful rules for
treatment.

3. CONCLUSION

By the end of the seventeenth century, then, the attack on learned
physic had succeeded almost entirely. The foundational principles of
natural philosophy ("physical" theor/a) from which scholastics could de-
rule for understanding individual cases (practica) had been

61. For example, see John Freind, The History of Physic 1 (London, 1725), pp.
309-10.
preventive physic as the last place where theory was still supposed to give the learned physician an advantage over his rivals. These "practical" men stressed, instead, the importance of an experienced mastery of the details of medical therapy alone. One author simply stated that "Preventive Physick [is] a cheat, and a trick to get Money by." Another argued that according to the new manner, medicine was divided into two parts; but instead of theorica and practica, both of which are to be mastered by study, he divided medicine into the prophylactical and the therapeutic. While prophylaxis, which depended on dietetics, might "in theory" prevent disease, "in practice" regulating dietetics exactly enough to prevent disease was impossible, he wrote. Therefore, this author's first chapters were devoted to a criticism of five of the six non-naturals (all except exercise); the rest of the book argued that disease was caused by an improper fermentation of the blood, and that the author had two sovereign remedies to promote fermentation, red coral and steel. He ended with this advertisement: "The true prepared coral and sugar of steel to be sold by Mr. Nathaniel Brook at the Angel in Cornhil and Mr. Simon Miller, Stationer, at the Star and Bible at the West end of St. Paul's Church." The match between contemporary medical "empiricism" as both an attack on the last vestiges of academic physic (an understanding of individual hygiene via the non-naturals) and salesmanship for specific drugs could hardly be clearer.

Most seventeenth-century medical books in vernacular English stressed therapy, especially a knowledge of curative remedies. A great many of them, Pechy's and Salmon's included, also promoted the skills or the remedies of the practitioner who published the book. The intellectual assault of the new philosophy on scholasticism gave them added cachet: like Sydenham, many took to quoting from Bacon or Boyle. The nonacademic authors tended to stress the empirical details of curative therapies, most commonly the drugs that they recommended. While regimen remained an important element in one important vernacular genre, in it the new advice about regimen was good for everyone rather than tailored for the individual's unique temperament. The older connection between the universals of nature and the particulars of the specific constitution were not necessary anymore, because the rules were general enough to apply to everyone.

In this new medical literature, unlike the literature on physic, the authors tried to derive universal principles from the groundwork of their experiences. The empirical "facts" had become more certain than the principles of natural philosophy—hence the privileged place of the natural historical method among many physicians. Only a well-prepared and knowing mind could discern the true from the untrue "fact," the natural historians argued; only they could derive useful rules for treatment.

3. CONCLUSION

By the end of the seventeenth century, then, the attack on learned physic had succeeded almost entirely. The foundational principles of natural philosophy ("physical" theorica) from which scholastics could derive rules for understanding individual cases (practica) had been dropped. Even the last vestiges of academic learning in physic, the rules of individualistic hygiene, were under attack from those who privileged experience-derived medical therapy. As physic declined, the clinic, where medicine could be learned through experience, became essential to the training of medical practitioners. Even studying books could help the educated physician, not by supplying philosophical certainty, but by supplying examples of previous cases, by extending the learned man's clinical experience. Physic had become something more like our medicine.

Viewed through the eyes of the university-educated physicians, then, there was indeed something that approaches a "scientific revolution" in the early modern period—although it occurred over a long period. That fundamental change was connected to the rising importance placed by physicians on the experience of nature rather than on its universal principles: on natural history rather than natural philosophy. The scientific revolution occurred not so much in the details of natural history or natural philosophy (however important these precise changes were) but in a reordering of intellectual values. The revolution came in giving primary intellectual value to those things that had formerly been valued less. Whereas in the scholastic tradition certainty had been found in the principles of philosophy, in the natural historical

57. Robert Godfrey, Various injuries and abuses in chymical and Galenical physick; committed both by physicians and apothecaries detected (London, 1674), p. 199.
59. For example, see Marchamond Nedham, Medela Medicina. A Plea for the free Profession, and a Renovation of the Art of Physick (London, 1665).
61. For example, see John Freind, The History of Physic 1 (London, 1729), pp. 309–10.
tradition certainty was found in the investigation of the “facts” of nature. In physic, certainty no longer stemmed from the study of natural philosophy but from the study of what had been “practice”—even, for some people, in the study of therapy alone.

The significance of this transformation in the categories of medical knowledge is fundamental to understanding the transformations wrought in physic by the “new” philosophy. The new philosophy was new because it tended to place a knowledge of natural history (or “practice”) close to the top of the hierarchy of knowledge, and in so doing, shifted the content of the established meanings of “theory” and “practice” to those that we are more comfortable with today. Thus, the new philosophy did not emphasize mere empiricism; it rather emphasized the ability to engage in what the scholastics had called “practice,” that is, the ability to connect universal and particular; but when universals were in doubt (as they were), they had to be derived from the particulars, not vice versa. The point is that, by emphasizing the “natural historical,” “practical,” or “art” at the expense of the “natural philosophical,” “theoretical,” or “science,” the new philosopher-physicians helped cascade the knowledge of physic down the ladder of certainty, with things of formerly less intellectual value becoming more important. Physic was becoming medicine.

The natural historical endeavors of the physicians, then, do not arise simply out of the botanical interests of people who still found medicaments in plants; they reflect a larger shift in intellectual values, a shift that had implications of great magnitude. Much of the new philosophy, we might say, had to do with paying closer attention to natural historical details, for the sake of edification as well as for utility. While some physicians encouraged these endeavors, they did so, not so much because there was a necessary connection between curing and collecting, but because they responded to the changing intellectual climate: they responded to the growing search for certainty in natural events rather than in philosophical principles. Perhaps we should not separate their natural historical efforts from the new philosophy as a whole.